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Introduction 
Mariner 10 imaged the Moon as it left the Earth bound for Venus and Mercury in 1973. In this 

study we present a rigorous new calibration for a set of these Mariner 10 images that were acquired 
through the blue (0.48 pm) and orange filters (0.58 pm). The spatial resolution of these color images is 
approximately 20 km. Previous work has used Mariner 10 multispectral data for a similar analysis of the 
planet Mercury [1,2,3] using the orange (0.58 pm) and W filters (0.38 pm). Viewing geometry of the 
lunar images used here was such that the eastern limb and parts of the farside to 120' E were visible. 
Additionally, these images extend over the north pole, providing the first ever multispectral coverage of 
parts of the farside and northern polar region, as well as nearside coverage of the eastern limb as seen from 
Earth. This analysis is particularly timely in light of the recent Galileo lunar encounter that acquired 
multispectral image data that extended around the western limb [4] of the Moon. No previous spectral 
data are available for the farside regions seen in the Mariner 10 images, therefore the data we produce in 
this analysis are unique. Previous work has shown that the relative color of the lunar mare in the UV - VIS 
wavelengths is a strong function of Ti02 content [5,6,7,8,9]. Therefore we present a color ratio image 
(0.48 p I 0.56 pm) to determine relative differences in Ti& content of lunar mare. Since the W frames 
were underexposed (low signal-to-noise ratio) the blue bandpass (0.48 pm) is utilized, though it is at a 
somewhat longer wavelength than typical (0.40 pm) for titanium abundance mapping. However, this is a 
valid substitution because Johnson et al. [lo] have shown that the ratio of any two reasonably separated 
wavelengths, in the interval 0.30 to 0.73 pm, is sensitive to changes in TiOz content. 
Calibration 

The Mariner 10 vidicon imaging system was nonuniform in both bias and dark current, as well as 
being non-linear [ll] .  Therefore, we present a new calibration scheme, based on pre-launch data and in 
flight data acquired shortly after the lunar encounter, to compensate for these problems. From these data 
we can quantitatively interpret these images of the Moon. Earth-based calibration tests show that of the 
two cameras on board, only the response of camera B was insensitive to flat field fluctuations for the 
temperature range of the lunar encounter [ l l ] ,  therefore we only use images from camera B in this study. 

We used pre-launch flat field images acquired at varying exposure times to derive a non-linearity 
correction for the blue (9 flat fields) and orange (12 flat fields) filters. Both the blue and orange data 
exhibited nonlinearity up to 20%. First, we derived a dark current for the flat field frames by fitting a 
linear intercept to the two lowest exposure frames for both the blue and orange. We then fit the dark 
current corrected flat field frames (excluding the zero exposure frame and the longest exposure frame) 
with a third order polynomial on a pixel-by-pixel basis and derived a series of equations to invert the lunar 
images (dark current corrected) from DN to exposure time, correcting for both nonlinearity and 
nonuniformity. Since vidicon dark current exhibits a temperature dependence, we derived a dark current 
for the lunar encounter by averaging seven post encounter images of space. To check the stability of the 
derived dark frame we subtracted it from each of the original 7 frames and found that greater than 95% of 
the pixels were equal to zero. This composite dark frame was subtracted from the respective color lunar 
images to remove bias before the images were corrected with the derived linearizing equations. 

We examined the nonuniformity residual by ratioing the two corrected blue frames (FDS 6712, 
6714) of the Moon. Since the location of the Moon within the two images is shifted about 105 lines and 45 
samples, these ratio values will indicate if a non-uniformity exists after our calibration procedure. The 
average residual observed from six 3x3 boxes, taken from homogeneous areas of the Moon (to avoid high 
frequency noise due to slight misregistration), was 1%. 
Ratio Image 

From the ratio image (bluelorange) we extracted values for individual mare units and list these in 
the Table. As the ratio value increases the relative amount of Ti@ increases [5,6,7,8,9]. As a check on the 
relative rankings of our ratio values, we compared both Earth-based spectral measurements [7] and Apollo 
gamma ray spectrometer data [12]. Head et al. [71 presented a detailed units map for Mare Crisium, which 
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included telescopically derived Ti02 abundances for discrete regions, our relative ranking of Mariner 10 
ratio vdues (and assumed relative Ti02 abundance) matches the Earth based measurements. Additionally, 
the relative rankings of Crisium, Smythii, and Fecundatatis from our Mariner 10 data and the Apollo data 
correspond. Based on these consistencies with independently derived data we find no reason to believe 
that any gross errors exist in our calibration. 
Conclusions 

Based on these observations we interpret that much of the maria examined here are enriched in 
T i Q  relative to Crisium. All maria examined have a ratio less than that seen in eastern Fecunditatis, 
which has an Earth-based derived Ti02 level of about 5% [13]. The mare basalts examined in this study 
exhibit assumed Ti02 values ranging from low to moderately high. In addition to the mare listed in the 
Table, a relatively blue region in the highlands occurs northeast of Marginis (20" N, 105' E). This blue 
highland area corresponds to a proposed center of ancient mare volcanism [14j. Our observation in this 
region indicates that such ancient volcanism may have occurred in this region and that it was enriched in 
T a  resulting in the subsequent elevated ratio value. 
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BLUEIORANGE Ratios for Selected Mare Units 
Rank Location C Avg # P Ti02 
1 Endymion 0.962 0.947 4 
2 Crisium B 0.996 0.988 3x3 -1.5%* 
3 S truve 1.021 0.992 4 
4 Crisium C 1.000 1.000 3x3 -2.0* 
5 Humboldtianum 1.105 1.059 3x3 
6 Crisium A 1.092 1.075 3x3 -2.5%* 
7 Marginis 1.149 1.102 3x3 
8 Goddard 1.122 1.113 3x3 
9 Smythii 1.192 1.138 3x3 4.1*1.5%** 
10 Lomonsov 1.180 1.145 3x3 
11 Compton 1.228 1.165 4 
12 Fecunditatis 1.171 1.277 4 -5%*** 

Table. Ratio values (bluelorange) for selected mare in the Mariner 10 color data 
normalized to Crisium C . The three Crisium locations correspond to locales of [7] 
(Crisiurn A = G 111, Crisium B = G IIa, Crisium C = G IIa and G I11 mixture). The 
third column (C) is the ratio value used to center the averaging box to obtain the 
values in column 4 (Avg). These data are listed in order of increasing ratio based 
on the box average. The fifth column (# P) indicates the number of pixels that was 
averaged to obtain column 4 (Avg). Where possible a 3x3 box (9 pixels) was 
averaged, but in cases where the box was larger than a feature, 4 pixels from the 
feature were used. Finally, the sixth column (TiO2)indicates independently 
derived Ti02 levels (* - [7], ** - [12], *** - [13]) that correspond with the Mariner 
10 locations. 
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